
There’s no point in pretending it 
takes anything less than a major 
dose of courage to paint patterns 

on your walls.
But, as per this column’s standard 

decorating mantra, with courage 
comes results.

Next time you’re thinking of how to 
change up a room, consider something 
other than a standard block-colour wall.

A stencilled pattern gives a room 
depth and interest in a way simple 
wallpaper sometimes can’t.

Stencilling also offers more scope for 
individuality, is cheaper than wallpaper 
but almost always more time consuming.

The image (pictured) uses a 
wedgewood blue Haymes paint border 
on a plain white wall. The border 
creates a sense of grandeur in the room, 
channelling the same high-end vibe 
created by old-fashioned wall mouldings.

In this instance the blue paint has also 
been mottled to help achieve depth.

This stencil is at the higher end on 
the scale of difficulty because of its 
combination of both curved and 
straight edges.

For something more beginner-friendly, 
you could try painting simple stripes in a 
hallway or on a single feature wall.

Mark your stripes first with painter’s 
tape for a crisp edge and then get to work.

You can also buy more elaborate 
stencils from craft shops or online, which 
you simply paint over on repeat for the 
effect. A roller brush usually does the 
trick, which is one time-saving bonus in 
an activity that is otherwise time hungry.

Use interlocking stencils for a 
border, or take out an entire wall with 
your creativity.  Practise on a piece of 
chipboard in advance so you can see how 
the paint translates through the stencil.

Then, why limit yourself to walls? 
Next stop, floors and furniture!
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This set-up from @raw_styling layers treasures on treasures for 
a perfectly chic lived-in look. We love the abundance of natural 
colours and textures. The few tiny pops of colour are just enough 
to bring all that wood to life! 
To be featured here tag your photo with #qweekendloves
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